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Israel exists. And the whole world, including the Palestinian people, recognizes the reality

of that existence. However, the mere existence of a State, or any other political entity,

doesn’t confer legitimacy, especially moral legitimacy. This is why the concept of “moral

legitimacy,” otherwise dubbed as “right to exist,” doesn’t exist in international law.

Indeed, if the mere existence of a State confers moral legitimacy, then Nazi Germany and

Apartheid South Africa, to mention just two examples, should have acquired moral

legitimacy and “a right to exist.”

But Israel is not a State like any other State. Israel is even more than a fruit of an

adulterous relationship; it is an enduring crime against humanity, just as Nazi Germany

was a crime against humanity.

Israel has been a criminal entity from day-1, since its very existence came at the expense

of the existence of another people, another nation, namely the Palestinian people.

Israel is a country stolen at gunpoint from its rightful proprietors, the Palestinian people.

Israeli towns and villages were built on the ruins of Palestinian towns and villages. Israelis

themselves live on land that belongs to other people and many Israelis, even today,

continue to live in homes wrested from their Palestinian owners. This is cardinal theft

probably unprecedented in the annals of history; it is an act of rape, a continuous act of

rape, no matter how numerous the cheerleaders who celebrate the legitimacy and

morality of their criminal act.

In fact, Israel can be compared to a sick man who murders an innocent person in order to

use his heart and other vital organs for transplant. Does such a person have a right to

exist? Israel not only has stolen the victim’s organs, but also seized his property, and

then denied having done any wrong.

It is true, history is often unkind. However, Israel’s cruelty is not a one-time occurrence.

Israel didn’t stop at carrying out genocidal ethnic cleansing in 1948-1949 during which

the bulk of the Palestinians were expelled to the four corners of the world. In fact, Israel

never ceased murdering Palestinians, stealing their land, destroying their homes and

narrowing their horizons. Even today, Israel’s Nazi-like approach toward its victims

negates any moral legitimacy Israel may claim to have.

In short, the Palestinian people and their leadership must never agree to recognize

“Israel’s right to exist” because the Zionist State simply has no moral right to exist, since



this existence happens to be at the expense of another people’s existence.

Indeed, a recognition by the Palestinians of “Israel’s right to existence” implies a whole

host of “acknowledgements,” including the following: that the extirpation of the

Palestinian people from their homeland from time immemorial was right and justified;

that the dozens of genocidal massacres of Palestinians perpetrated by Judeo-Nazis forces,

such as Dir Yasin, Tantura, Dawayima, Kfar Qassem, Qibya, Jenin, etc., were also right and

justified; and that the mostly Russian and East European Khazara Ashkenazi supremacists

belonged to Palestine and Palestine belonged to them, whereas the real natives of the

land, the Palestinians, are “Arab” squatters, while the real squatters, the Judeo-Nazi

settlers, are the real natives of the land.

In other words, in order to recognize “Israel’s right to exist,” the Palestinians would have

to completely and unconditionally adopt the Zionist narrative from A-Z and transform

themselves into “Muslim and Christian Zionists.”

More to the point, Israel is actually demanding that we recognize that Israel is a “Jewish

State” that belongs to “all the Jews in the world,” or, as one Israeli leader put it recently,

that Israel is “a State of the Jews, by the Jews and for the Jews.”

In plain English, Israel wants the Palestinian people, whose patrimony it has stolen and

whose national survival it has been seeking to end, to recognize that the Zionist State

has the right to be racist, a thief, a murderer and a liar; racist, because the entire Israeli

political and judicial infrastructure is based on the supposition that Jews are entitled to

more rights and privileges than non-Jews, including those who are Israeli citizens. A thief

because Israel stole in broad daylight Palestine from its legitimate proprietors whom it

expelled to the four winds and those victims not expelled came to be viewed as

“absentees” for the purpose of “legalizing” the theft of their land and property; a

murderer because Israel continues to murder Palestinians for daring to oppose the Zionist

narrative and for clinging to their homeland.

And to safeguard the colossal crime, Israel resorted to adopting the modus operandi of

mendacity and half-truths, benefiting from the huge, Jewish-controlled and Jewish-

influenced media throughout the Western world.

In light of these facts, any recognition by the Palestinian people, especially Hamas, of

“Israel’s right to exist” will be an act of immense stupidity bordering on moral suicide

since such a recognition would imply an acknowledgement that not only does Israel have

a right to exist but also that all actions and crimes and behaviour Israel has resorted to

safeguard and preserve that right were perfectly and morally right.

Recognition of Israel’s right to exist would thus be analogical to the Jews recognizing that

the holocaust was morally justified and that the incineration of people in gas chambers

was a moral act.



There is no doubt that Israel is a satanic creature, an evil entity not unlike the Third

Reich. But it dos exist and is politically and militarily strong, very much as Nazi Germany

once was. But Israel has no moral legitimacy whatsoever because oppression can’t be

legitimate, neither according to the rule of man nor the laws of God.

We are not suggesting that Palestinians shouldn’t deal with the reality of Israel. However,

dealing with Israel, even negotiating with it, is one thing, and conferring moral legitimacy

on it is an entirely different thing.


